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Abstract
It is shown that an excellent description of the spectra of the nucleons and
the strange hyperons is provided by an eective Hamiltonian with a harmonic
connement potential for the constituent quarks and an SU(3) avor-symmetric
quark-quark interaction mediated by the pseudoscalar octet of Goldstone bosons
that are associated with the hidden realization of the approximate chiral symme-





, which are mixed by the octet interaction. The model
suggests an explicit origin for the observed parity doubling of the spectrum at
high excitation energy. Determination of 4 basic radial integrals of the octet me-
diated interaction from the the lowest mass splittings in the nucleon spectrum
yields a mass formula, which predicts the whole spectrum with an accuracy of
 5%.
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The absence of nearby parity partners to the lowest states in the spectra
of the nucleons and the strange hyperons shows that the (approximate) chiral
symmetry of QCD is realized in the hidden (Nambu-Goldstone) mode at low
excitation energy. This hidden mode of chiral symmetry is associated with the
existence of the nonet of light pseudoscalar Goldstone bosons (mesons) and con-
stituent quarks. This "chiral" pseudoscalar octet (the 
0
decouples because of
the U(1) anomaly [1]) will mediate interactions between the constituent quarks.
We have recently shown that even a schematic treatment of this octet medi-
ated interaction can explain the ne structure of the baryon spectrum in the
light and strange avor sectors at the 30% level under the assumption that the
gross features of the spectra are determined by a harmonic conning interaction
between the constituent quarks [2]. We here show that when the full orbital
structure of the baryon states is taken into account this model provides a very
satisfactory description of the spectra of the nucleon, -resonance and the -
hyperon by which all the resonance energies are predicted to within 5% of the
empirical values when the 4 basic radial integrals of the octet interaction are
determined phenomenologically from the lowest mass dierences in the nucleon
spectrum.







. Combined with the U(6) symmetry of the
conning harmonic interaction between the 3 constituent quarks that form the





multiplets of this group are then split by the octet mediated interaction.
The simplest representation of the interaction that is mediated by the octet




























g:s are avor SU(3) matrices and the i; j sums run over the con-
stituent quarks. The form of this interaction is an immediate generalization of
the spin-spin component of the pseudoscalar (pion) exchange interaction, with a
"smeared" -function term, which is related to the nite size of the constituent
quarks and the pseudoscalar mesons. The associated tensor component of the
interaction plays an important role for the the small spin-orbit splitting of the
baryon spectrum, but not for its main systematics. A rened version of the in-
teraction (1) would take into account the the SU(3)
F
avor symmetry breaking
implied by the mass splitting within the pseudoscalar octet, which is due to the
1
explicit chiral symmetry breaking in QCD.
An important phenomenological reason for considering the chiral eld in-
teraction as the main source of the ne structure of the baryon spectra in the
light avor sectors is that it automatically explains the dierent ordering of the
lowest positive and negative parity resonances in the spectra of the nucleon and
the  hyperon on the one hand and the  hyperon on the other. This feature
has proven hard to explain in terms of the color magnetic interaction [3] that
has been assumed to be the main cause the ne structure of the spectrum in
most previous work on the baryon spectra that has employed the constituent
quark model [4,5]. A second such reason is that the pseudoscalar exchange in-
teraction (1) naturally explains the absence of the strong spin-orbit interaction
that would be expected to be associated with a gluon exchange model [3].
In Tables 1 and 2 we list the spectra of the nucleons, -resonances and -







above. The notation is that of the Elliott
scheme as suggested in ref. [6]. In this notation N is the number of quanta in
the state, which characterizes the U(6) multiplet of the 3-quark system with
harmonic quark-quark interactions. The Elliott symbol () characterizes the
SU(3) harmonic oscillator symmetry and L is the orbital angular momentum.
The permutational symmetry of the states is indicated by [f ]
X
, where f is the
list of boxes in the successive rows of the corresponding Young patterns. Sim-












. The explicit expressions for the wavefunctions are given in ref. [6]. In
the tables we also list the contributions to the energies caused by the chiral eld
interaction (1) as linear combinations of radial integrals of the interaction po-
tential V (~r), which determine the ne structure splitting according to the chiral











> represents the harmonic oscillator wavefunction with n ex-
cited quanta.
If the conning interaction between two constituent quarks i, j is taken to



















where m is the mass of the constituent quark and ! the angular frequency of






































denotes the momentum of the whole baryon. For simplicity we have
assumed here that the constituent u,d and s quarks all have equal mass m. The
exact eigenvalues and eigenstates to the Hamiltonian (4) are then
E = (N + 3)h! + 3V
0
; (5a)









Note that the totally antisymmetric color state [111]
C
, which is common to all





The full Hamiltonian is the sum of the conning Hamiltonian (4) and the
chiral eld interaction (1), which causes the ne structure of the spectrum.
When the latter is treated in rst order perturbation theory the total mass of
the baryon states take the form
M =M
0











+ h!) and M

is the ne structure correction
< 	jH

j	 >. Note that this expression for M
0
does not separate the con-
stituent quark masses from the conning interaction potential. In the Tables
the ne structure correction is given explicitly in terms of radial integrals of the
form (2).
The baryon states listed in Tables 1, 2 are completely determined by 4 radial
integrals, as long as the spin orbit splitting within the multiplets is neglected.
Hence one may proceed phenomenologically by extracting these and the oscil-
lator parameter h! from the lowest mass splittings in the N sector and then
predict all the other nucleon and strange hyperon states, as shown below. Be-
yond that an explicit model for the interaction potential V (~r) in (1) would be
required.
3
The oscillator parameter h! and the 4 integrals that appear in the two
tables are extracted from the mass dierences between the nucleon and the
(1232), the (1600) and the N(1440), as well as the splittings between the
nucleon and the average mass of the two pairs of states N(1535)   N(1520)







=2.7 MeV and P
22
={34.7 MeV. Given
these values all other excitation energies of the nucleon, - and -hyperon spec-
tra are predicted to within  15% of the empirical values where known, and
well within the uncertainty limits of those values. The parameter values above
should be allowed a considerable uncertainty range in view of the uncertainty in
the empirical values for the resonance energies. To illustrate this we note that
the description of the resonance energies does not notably deteriorate if instead







={14.4 MeV, with the same for P
00
as above. These val-
ues are would be obtained by taking the (1600) to have an energy of 1700 MeV.
The relative magnitudes and signs of the numerical parameter values can
be understood. If the potential function V (~r) is assumed to have the form of a
Yukawa function with a smeared -function term that is positive (with the sign






> = 0:66 fm, one expects P
20




, as the radial wavefunction for the excited S-state has a node, and as
it extends further into region of where the potential is negative. The negative
value for P
22
is also natural as the corresponding wavefunction is suppressed at
short range and extends well beyond the expected 0 in the potential function.
The relatively small value of the oscillator parameter (157.4 MeV) leads to the






mh! if the quark
mass is taken to be 330 MeV, as suggested by the magnetic moments of the
nucleon.
It should be emphasized that the overall { sign in the chiral interaction (1)
corresponds to that of the usual pion exchange potential at short distances, so
that the interaction is attractive in completely symmetric spin-isospin states
(the attraction is either represented as a -function or as a negative regulariz-
ing term, which dominates at short ranges), and repulsive in antisymmetrical
spin-isospin states. This argument can be directly extended to SU(3)
F
[2] and
hence symmetrical FS pair states experience an attractive interaction at short
range, whereas antisymmetrical ones experience repulsion. This explains why
the [3]
SF
state in the N(1440), (1600) and (1600) positive parity resonances
4
feels a much larger attractive interaction than the mixed symmetry state [21]
SF
in the N(1535), (1700) and
P
(1750) resonances. Consequently the masses
of the positive parity states N(1440), (1600) and (1600) are shifted down
relative to the other ones, which explains the reversal of the otherwise expected
"normal ordering". The situation is dierent in the case of the (1405) and
(1600), as the avor state of the (1405) is totally antisymmetric. Because of
this, even with the mixed [21]
SF
state, the (1405) experiences a gain in attrac-
tive energy, which is comparable to that of the (1600) and thus the ordering
suggested by the conning oscillator interaction is not reversed.
The predicted nucleon (and ) spectrum, which in Table 1 is listed up to
N = 2, contains two groups of nonconrmed and unobserved states. These all
belong to the N = 2-band. The lowest group is are the 4  states around 1675








resonances around 1909 MeV plausibly correspond to the 1- and 2-
star resonances N(1900) and N(2000) respectively. The predicted  spectrum
contains one unobserved state in the N = 1 band and 8 in the N = 2 band.
As these are predicted to lie close to observed states with large widths their
existence is not ruled out.
It proves instructive to consider the symmetry structure of the harmonic
conning + chiral octet mediated interaction (1) model presented here in view
of the highly satisfactory predictions obtained for the spectra of the nucleon,
the  and the -hyperon. The symmetry group for the orbital part of a har-
monically bound A particle (quark) system is U(3(A 1)), which in the present
case reduces to U(6). In the absence of the ne-structure interaction (1), and
with equal u,d and s- quark masses, the baryon states would form unsplit mul-




. The chiral interaction
(1) lifts this degeneracy within the multiplets and is in fact strong enough to
mix members of dierent multiplets. Thus the N=2 resonance N(1440) shifted
down below the N=1 resonance N(1535) etc. When this shifting moves states
from adjacent N-levels close to each other near degenerate parity doublets ap-
pear. From this point of view the near parity doublets in the spectrum appear
accidental [7].
It is an empirical fact that the spectra of the nucleon, the  and the -
hyperon at high excitation are formed of near parity doublets, the splittings of
which rapidly decrease with energy. In the nucleon spectrum this is revealed















parity doublets around 1700 MeV is only 20 MeV
and 5 MeV respectively. In the case of the -spectrum the 70 MeV splitting




parity doublet shrinks to only 10 MeV
in the parity doublet (1810)   (1800). This gradual transition from a low
energy sector with well separated single states to a near parity doubled spec-
trum at high excitation is most naturally explained as a gradual transition from
the Nambu-Goldstone realization of the approximate chiral symmetry of QCD
to the explicit Wigner-Weyl mode [2]. Within the constituent quark model the
most natural suggestion for the appearance of the parity doublets is that the
Hamiltonian that includes connement (4) and the chiral eld interaction (1)





latter is broken by (1). This conjecture is supported by the relative insensitivity
of predicted spectra to the parameter values used.
The approximate chiral symmetry of 3-avor QCD in theWigner-Weyl mode
is the symmetry under independent rotation of the left and right quark elds
in avor space. The corresponding symmetry group may be expressed in either







































From this product the group U(1)
A
should be dropped as the corresponding
symmetry is broken at the quantum level [8]. The chiral symmetry should in









because of independent spatial
rotational invariance ("O") for the left- and right-handed quarks in the chiral
limit. When the chiral symmetry is realized in the hidden mode this symmetry








This is precisely the symmetry of the conning oscillator Hamiltonian for the
3-quark state. The following conjectures now suggest themselves: (i) The con-






part of QCD, and would be
harmonic in the chiral limit, (ii) only 2- and 3-quark systems are conned, since
the required U(3(A-1)) symmetries that would be required for connement of
systems of A > 3 quarks are not symmetries of the QCD Lagrangian, (iii) the










and (iv) the emergence of the parity doublets
6
signals the gradual restoration of explicit chiral symmetry.
The model described here has relied on an interaction potential V (~r) (1)
that is avor independent. A rened version should take into account the ex-
plicit avor dependence of the potential function that is caused by the large
mass splitting of the pseudoscalar octet. The idea of explicit avor dependent
spin-spin interactions between constituent quarks has of course an impeccable
pedigree and was rst invoked to explain the mass dierence between the -
and -hyperons, which have identical quark content [9-12] and avor-spin sym-









V (~r) was assumed to be a avor independent function. The structure of that
interaction, and its dynamical motivation is thus completely dierent from the
chiral eld interaction (1). Within the framework of the latter when the poten-
tial function is allowed to be avor dependent that mass dierence is explained
as follows. The non-strange quarks in the  form an isospin 0-state, whereas
they in the  form an isospin 1-state. As the strongest component of the inter-
action (1) is the pion exchange term, once the mass splitting of the pseudoscalar
octet is taken into account, it follows that the interaction is more attractive in
the  than in the . A similar argument explains why the (1385)    mass
dierence is smaller than the N   splitting. Recently quark-quark interac-
tions that involve the avor degrees of freedom have been found to arise in the
instanton induced interaction between the constituent quarks [13-15]. The lat-
ter diers in a crucial aspect from the pseudoscalar octet mediated interaction
(1) in that it vanishes in avor symmetric pair states. As a consequence it fails
to account for the ne structure in the -spectrum, as exemplied e.g. in the
prediction of the wrong ordering of the (1600) and the negative parity pair
(1620)  (1700) [13].
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Table 1
The structure of the nucleon and  resonance states up to N = 2, including
11 predicted unobserved or nonconrmed states indicated by question marks. The


































































































































































































































































































































The structure of the -hyperon states up to N = 2, including 10 predicted unob-
served or nonconrmed states indicated by question marks. The predicted energies
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